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Students' pereived di�ulty of mathematial

tasks: an investigation on in�uening fators

Abstrat: The paper shows the main results of a qualitative survey fous-

ing on students' pereived di�ulties after solving mathematial tasks

(grade 9 and 10 students). The aim is to identify fators that in�uene

students' pereived di�ulty. Although fators ontributing to an inreas-

ing or dereasing task di�ulty (in an absolute sense) are widely disussed

in the literature, students' pereived di�ulty regarding a mathematial

task is not. We believe that the analysis of the questionnaire and fo-

us group onduted with students highlight some important re�etions

on the in�uene that metaognitive, a�etive and task fators have on

students.

1 Introdution

Di�ulty in mathematis is an extremely broad and fundamental issue in math-

ematis eduation researh. It onerns several aspets already widely disussed

in the literature, suh as aspets related to mathematial ontent (Radmehr &

Drake, 2017) or text omprehension (Spagnolo et al., 2021a).

Many studies aim to understand the possible auses of students' di�ulty

in mathematis, partiularly in relation to mathematial tasks resolution. For

example, Bolondi et al. (2018) investigate how text variations in�uene stu-

dents' performane, highlighting that the di�ulty of the task an depend on

the wording of the task text. Task formulation is not neessarily better or worse

Key words: pereived di�ulty, a�et, grounded theory, large sale assessment, argu-

mentative ompetene.
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for everyone, but it does seem to in�uene students' performane. Complexity

of tasks an be related also with the ontent of the question, suh as numerial

magnitude omplexity (e.g., De Corte et al., 1988; Thevenot & Oakhill, 2005).

Rewording the problem text has proved to be useful for improving hildren's

performane, espeially among younger hildren, and the di�ulties related to

rewording do not depend on the length of the resulting text (Viente et al.,

2007).

In addition to these studies, a�etive fators are taken into aount in

studying and interpreting students' behaviours and di�ulties (Zan et al.,

2006), also regarding mathematial problem solving (MLeod, 1998). Both

adults and hildren often prolaim their lak of skills of mathematis without

embarrassment, treating this absene of aomplishment in mathematis as

a permanent state over whih they have little ontrol (MLeod, 1992).

The idea of the study is to take more into onsideration the students' per-

spetive by investigating their pereption of di�ulty of a mathematial task.

A small number of studies have explored these fators from the point of view of

students and there is no single de�nition of �pereived di�ulty� in the �eld of

mathematis eduation. In order to explain the fous of our study, we an give

an example of a spei� situation: the time when a student faes a mathemat-

is task. In that moment, the student ould run into multiple di�ulties that

may depend both on the student's own harateristis, suh as his/her skills

and knowledge, his/her beliefs and attitudes; or by task peuliarities, suh as

the text or the mathematial ontent involved. On the other hand, these latter

item harateristis might in�uene the student's idea of the task, and they

might help to set up his/her pereived di�ulties. Consequently, di�ulties

and pereived di�ulties are two di�erent � but losely related � aspets. In

partiular, we rekon that pereived di�ulties a�et the student's behaviour

in addressing the task. This study wants to investigate these aspets, asking

students to evaluate the di�ulty of a mathematial task, after they solved it.

2 Theoretial and ontext bakground

In this setion, the theoretial bakground and the Italian ontext are pre-

sented. The �rst is ruial for interpreting the analysis of the results, while the

seond helps to understand our task hoie.

2.1 Theoretial bakground

Taking into onsideration a student faing a mathematial task, we strongly

believe that, in addition to task harateristis (Bolondi et al., 2018), the af-
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fetive fators ould highly in�uene his/her idea of the tasks. MLeod (1992)

onsiders the three onstruts of beliefs, emotions, and attitudes to desribe

the general term of a�et. Among the works that address the need to develop

theoretial frameworks on a�et, we refer partiularly to the study of Di Mar-

tino and Zan (2010) on attitude, as we reognized some similarities with their

study in reading and analysing our students' answers. In their work, Di Martino

and Zan read and analysed 1,600 essays, in whih Italian students from �rst

to thirteenth grade reounted their experiene with mathematis. From their

study a three-dimensional model about attitude in mathematis emerged. The

model involves three stritly interonneted dimensions: Emotional Dimension,

Vision of Mathematis, Pereived Competene.

Aording to their work, Emotional Dimensions deal with the liking/disliking

of mathematis, but it also enompasses the essays in whih students write ex-

pliitly about emotions suh as love, anger, et. This dimension thus refers to

the emotional disposition of students in respet to mathematis, and an be

haraterised as being positive or negative.

The seond ategory (Pereived Competene) is �marked by utteranes like

`I sueed/fail in mathematis', `I understand/don't understand mathematis',

`I get good/bad marks in mathematis' � (Di Martino & Zan, 2010, p. 38). This

dimension ould be labelled as high or low.

Thanks to the third ategory, alled Vision of Mathematis �[...℄ some in-

diations emerge, often through the writers' theories of suess (Niholls et al.,

1990), that is their beliefs about what needs to be done to be suessful in

mathematis. In partiular, an instrumental view an be spotted in theories of

suess whih emphasise the role of memory and reall a vision of mathematis

as a set of rules to be memorised� (Di Martino & Zan, 2010, p. 38).

This model was useful for better interpreting our results, as will emerge

from the Disussion.

Moreover, from the students' answers and onsiderations the in�uene of

the metaognitive aspets emerges. Metaognition is instrumental in building

an appropriate representation of a given problem and monitoring the solution

proesses for solving it (Garofalo & Lester, 1985; Shoenfeld, 2016). Metaog-

nition is also related to the deisions that a problem solver makes between

di�erent ognitive strategies when �nding the solution, deisions whih relate

to their personal beliefs and values (Radmehr & Drake, 2017). Beliefs and val-

ues about learning, and problem solving are important in the enoding and

retrieval of ontent knowledge (Radmehr & Drake, 2017).

In partiular, metaognitive experiene is �what the person is aware of and

what she or he feels when oming aross a task and proessing the informa-

tion related to it� (Efklides, 2008, pp. 279). Metaognitive experienes also
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inlude judgement of learning, estimation about e�ort and time that is needed

and spent on the task, as well as estimating the orretness of the solution.

Metaognitive experienes have an e�et on deisions, whih students make in

learning situations regarding e�ort alloation, time investment or strategy use

(Efklides, 2006).

2.2 Italian ontext

In Italy there are two yles of eduation (www.miur.gov.it). The �rst yle of

eduation onsists of two onseutive and mandatory shool ourses: primary

shool (lasting �ve years, for students aged 6 to 11 that orresponds to grade

1 to 5), and middle shool (lasting three years, for students aged 11 to 14

that orresponds to grade 6 to 8). After �nishing middle shool, students have

aess to the seond yle of eduation, whih ends at age 19 (grade 9 to 13).

Mandatory eduation lasts 10 years (from age 6 to 16), and inludes the eight

years of the �rst yle of eduation and the �rst two years of the seond yle.

In addition, in the Italian ontext, we have the possibility to trak some

students' di�ulties over time thanks to INVALSI tests (tests with the purpose

of measuring students' levels of ompetene in relation to the Italian urriular

Guidelines) whih were administered sine 2008 in grades 2, 5, 8, 10 and 13

from the National Institute for the Evaluation of the Eduational System (from

2009 to 2013, the tests also overed grade 6).

Up to now, the Italian Ministry of Publi Eduation has established the

standardised assessment of the Italian eduational system, and ommissioned

the INVALSI (www.invalsi.it) to arry out annual surveys nationwide to all

students in the seond and �fth lasses of primary shool (grades 2 and 5),

middle shool third lass (grade 8), and high shool (grades 10 and 13). The

INVALSI Institute arries out periodi and systemati heks on students'

knowledge and skills (about reading omprehension, grammatial knowledge

and mathematial ompeteny), and on the overall quality of the eduational

outomes from shools and voational training institutions; in partiular, it

runs the National Evaluation System (SNV). The INVALSI standardised tests

were reated for system evaluation, and this is their primary purpose. The tests

are administered every year at ensus level and student results are provided

to eah shool institution. Results and questions of the INVALSI tests are

onsidered as a resoure also for researhers in the �eld of mathematis edua-

tion (Garuti & Martignone, 2015) and are used in national and international

researh (e.g., Spagnolo et al., 2021b).

The SNV Framework is designed taking into onsideration the Italian Na-

tional Guidelines, in whih argumentation is onsidered a ompetene goal for
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every shool grade (Garuti & Martignone, 2019). For this reason, it is possi-

ble to �nd mathematial tasks that require the reognition or prodution of a

justi�ation, as the tasks we seleted for our questionnaire design.

In partiular, the tasks hosen in this study are INVALSI tasks; this hoie

has been made beause it allows us to have some extra information that pro-

vides a further bakground for our study, suh as the performane of Italian

students (whih is related to task peuliarities). In our study we fous on IN-

VALSI tasks of grade 8 and grade 10, whih in Italy are the transition years

from middle shool to high shool.

3 Researh question

The present study aims to outline some of the aspets that haraterise the

pereived di�ulty of a mathematial task by students. This is a preliminary

study with an exploratory funtion, and for this reason the researh question

(RQ) is broad.

RQ: What fators in�uening students' pereived di�ulty of math-

ematial tasks emerge from students' re�etions?

To answer this question, the study was divided into two phases that are

explained in the next setion.

4 Methodology

The study is qualitative and was arried out in two phases, both qualitative.

Both phases inluded a �rst part of protool olletion (by protools we refer

to the students' answers given to a questionnaire that will be presented in

the next setion) and a subsequent phase of fous groups. The seond phase

was arried out with the spei� aim of deeper investigating some interesting

features that emerged during the �rst phase. In the following we present the

desriptions of the sample, of the questionnaire, and, �nally, in paragraph 4.3

we present the methods of analysis.

4.1 Sample desription

The �rst experimentation (phase 1, arried out in Otober 2020) involved 79

students: two grade 9 lasses and two grade 10 lasses, from the same Italian

shool. The seond experimentation (phase 2, arried out in Otober 2021) in-

volved 69 students: three grade 9 lasses from the same Italian shool. Students
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involved in both phases of the study are the same age, but attend two di�erent

types of shool: in phase 1 students attend a Humanisti shool urriulum

(alled �Sienze Umane� in Italy), while in phase 2 students attend a Sienti�

shool urriulum (alled �Istituto tenio� in Italy).

4.2 Questionnaire desription

In both phase 1 and phase 2, students ompleted an online questionnaire whih

was followed by fous groups in eah lass. The questionnaire was administered

during regular shool ativities. Students were not required to �ll out the ques-

tionnaire, and numbers and analysis were done on the number of students who

hose to answer the questionnaire. The questionnaire was administered in-

person to students and was �lled out through Google forms. The fous group

was onduted remotely through Google Classroom (applet Meet) with the

idea of helping ategorise some of the answers given by the students.

The phase 1 questionnaire was omposed of four setions. The questions

in Setion 1 aimed to investigate metaognitive fators and fators related to

students' attitudes and beliefs, suh as negative or positive attitudes towards

mathematis. The questions in Setion 2 and 3 referred to two spei� math-

ematis tasks (represented in Figure 1). We asked the students to solve the

tasks and, for eah one, to respond to spei� questions related to the per-

eived di�ulties.

We hoose two mathematis INVALSI tasks, beause INVALSI tasks are

statistially validated (Lazersfeld, 1958). We paid attention to argumentative

questions relating to the Numbers area. With the help of the teahers of the

lasses involved in the experimentation, we seleted tasks whose ontent had

already been dealt with. This deision made it possible to exlude that the

pereption of di�ulty was in�uened by the fat that the students did not

know the topi. The two hosen items involved mathematial similarities and

di�erenes. From one hand, the task hosen for Setion 2 was a multiple-

hoie task that required reognition of a orret argumentation, while the

task hosen for Setion 3 was an open-ended task that required to produe

an argumentation. On the other hand, for both items, the ontent was related

to literal alulation and both tasks ould be solved using the same strategy:

proving the falsity of a statement through a ounterexample. Final questions

in Setion 2 and 3 are the same, but for Task 1 and Task 2, respetively.

For example, in Setion 2 students were asked to evaluate from 1 to 10 the

di�ulty of Task 1, and in Setion 3 they were asked to evaluate from 1 to

10 the di�ulty of Task 2. The purpose of these additional questions was to

inquire students' ideas and to link them � in a stritly qualitative way � with
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students' attitudes, beliefs or peuliar INVALSI items elements. Finally, in

Setion 4 we asked the students whih of the two INVALSI tasks they onsider

more di�ult and the reason why. Spei�ally, the questions in Setion 2, 3

and 4 that were analysed for this study are shown in paragraph 6.1.

The phase 2 questionnaire was the same as in phase 1, with two more

questions (related to the tasks represented in Figure 1): we asked students to

explain why they assigned a spei� level of pereived di�ulty to Task 1 and

Task 2. Suh questions in phase 1 were arried out during the fous group

session.

In phase 2 of the study we hose to have the students' explanations regard-

ing why they attributed a spei� level of pereived di�ulty to Task 1 and

Task 2 in written form.

Figure 1. Task 1 belongs to Setion 2 administered to Grade 08 Italian students by

INVALSI in 2017 and task 2 belongs to Setion 3 administered to Grade 10 Italian

students by INVALSI in 2014.
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4.3 Method of analysis

In this setion we highlight our methodologial strategy for addressing data

management in a grounded theory study of the olleted students' protools, in

partiular onsidering students' answers to open-ended questions of the ques-

tionnaire.

In partiular, the method we used is indutive: the ategories of analy-

sis were onstruted by reasoning from the spei� to the whole and fousing

on the partiular rather than the general. We based our onlusions on the

database of protools (students' responses onsisted of rih desriptive data).

The analysis of phase 2 (presented in Setion 6.2.) started with expliit plan-

ning from the results of phase 1. There are signi�ant regularities in our data

olletion and data analysis proedures.

Bearing in mind that there are few qualitative studies about students' per-

eived di�ulty in performing a mathematial task (as we lari�ed in the in-

trodution), onstrutive grounded theory (Charmaz, 1994, 2003) was used as

our method of analysis. The theory shares some harateristis with quanti-

tative methods (Creswell, 2005; Grekhamer & Koro-Ljungberg, 2005) but is

positioned in the qualitative tradition. Grounded theory analysis proedures

have been well doumented in the methodology literature (Charmaz, 1990;

Creswell, 1998, 2005; Harry, Sturges, & Klinger, 2005), and highlight the va-

lidity (and, some would argue, the objetivist underpinnings) of this researh

method. For a full disussion on the terrain, evolution, and developments of

grounded theory, see Brue (2007) and Mills et al. (2006). Conerning our

qualitative study, the method used is indutive: reasoning from the spei� to

a whole and fousing on the partiulars rather than the general. Qualitative

researhers are expeted to gather rih desriptive data and ground onlu-

sions and understandings in the data mined, not prior theories (Brue, 2007).

On loser examination, however, it beomes apparent that qualitative studies

often involve overt planning before the researher launhes into a main analy-

sis. There are signi�ant regularities in data olletion and analysis proedures

(Mills et al., 2006).

The ategories that emerged from the analysis were ompared with the

ategories in the theoretial framework of Di Martino, Zan (2010), highlighting

the di�erenes relative to the onstrut of pereived di�ulty.

5 Analysis of INVALSI tasks

In this setion we present the response results with regard to the two INVALSI

tasks hosen. The results are shown both at the Italian national level and at the
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level of our study. The data of the national sample are gathered, analysed and

released by INVALSI. Data an be found at www.gestinv.it. The perentage of

orret/inorret answers is one of the indiators used by INVALSI to de�ne

the level of di�ulty of the task. Although it is not the purpose of the artile

to relate the level of di�ulty de�ned by INVALSI to the students' pereived

di�ulty, we believe it may be of interest to the reader to reeive some more

information about the tasks and some of their peuliarities.

Following, we report the national results of the Tasks shown in Figure 1

(page 65).

Task 1 aimed to assess the ability to manipulate algebrai expressions by

reognizing their properties in the set of Natural numbers and the ability to

argue by aknowledging the orret argumentation. The perentage of orret

answers of the Italian national sample was 40.3% (answer D), while the per-

entage of inorret answers was 50.2% and of unanswered questions 9.6%.

Those who gave the inorret answer inluded 21.1% of students who hose

C, that is 21.1% of students hose a true statement that did not support the

onlusion. 20.6% of students hose A, showing a lak of ontrol in literal al-

ulation. Finally, 8.5% of students hose B, onsidering that one true example

is su�ient to justify the answer.

We also report the perentages relative to the 148 students involved in the

two qualitative phases of the study. In order to respet the subdivision adopted

during the presentation of the analysis results, the results are presented with

respet to the phase (1 and 2) of whih they are part. As far as phase 1 is

onerned, the perentage of orret answers was 32% (answer D), while the

perentage of inorret answers was 68% and no question was left unanswered.

Those who gave the inorret answer inluded 22% of students who hose A,

5.1% of students who hose B, and 41% of students who hose C. Regarding

phase 2, the perentage of orret answers was 42% (answer D), while the

perentage of inorret answers was 58% and no question was left unanswered.

Those who gave the inorret answer inlude 36.2% of students who hose A,

11.6% of students who hose B, and 10.14% of students who hose C.

Task 2 aimed to assess the ability to manipulate the fundamental elements

of literal alulus, the ability to interpret algebrai expressions reognizing their

properties in the set of Natural numbers and the ability to argue using oun-

terexamples. The perentage of orret answers of the Italian national sample

was 17.8%, while the perentage of inorret answers was 55.3% and of unan-

swered questions 26.9%. Additionally, in this ase we report the perentages

relative to the 148 students involved in the two qualitative phases of the study.

The perentage of orret answers was 9% in phase 1, while the perentage of
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inorret answers was 91%. In phase 2, the perentage of orret answers was

equal to 13%, while the perentage of inorret answers was 87%. We note that

the perentage of unorreted answers was extremely high. Although approxi-

mately half of the students understood that Mark is not right, they were not

able to produe a valid justi�ation.

Finally, we would underline that the statistis for the 148 students involved

in phase 1 and phase 2 of the study were used for an initial qualitative at-

egorisation of their responses. As spei�ed in the previous setion, we used

Grounded Theory for the qualitative analysis.

6 Qualitative analysis of results

In this setion results are presented separately with respet to the two phases:

phase 1 and phase 2.

6.1 Analysis of phase 1

Regarding the questionnaire related to the �rst phase, we fous in partiular

on three questions of the Setion 2, 3 and 4 of the questionnaire:

• Setion 2 � D1: On a sale 1 to 10, how di�ult did you �nd this [�rst℄

task?

• Setion 3 � D2: On a sale 1 to 10, how di�ult did you �nd this [seond℄

task?

• Setion 4 � D3: Compare the two tasks you addressed during this test.

Whih of the two tasks did you �nd more di�ult?

Conerning questions D1 and D2, students' answers were distributed among

all hoie options, and a partiular preferene did not emerge (also the averages

were quite similar for the two questions). In answering question D3, we observed

a di�erene between the di�ulty pereption of the two mathematis tasks, as

almost �fty perent of the students stated that they had found the seond

mathematis task more di�ult.

Consequently, we investigated the onsisteny of the students' answers to

D1, D2 and D3. The result is represented in the graph below.

Every point orresponds to one or more students' answers: the size rep-

resents how many students answered that way. In other words, bubble size

is diretly proportional to answer frequeny. The numerous little points or-

respond to frequeny 1: eah of these answers were seleted by a student.

The biggest bubble orresponds to a frequeny equal to 4, i.e., the answer
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(5; 6) was hosen by four di�erent students. The medium bubble orresponds

to a frequeny equal to 2, for example the response (4; 2) was seleted by

two di�erent students. There is no bubble related to frequeny 3, as it never

happened that three students proposed the same answer. The artesian plane

oordinates represent the answers to the question D1 and D2. The absissa

value is the di�ulty level attributed to the �rst INVALSI task (Task 1) and

the ordinate is the value attributed to the seond INVALSI task (Task 2). The

olours (blue, yellow and red) represent the answer to the third question (D3),

whih is related to task omparison. As shown in the legend of Figure 2, the

blue olour is related with the answers �The two tasks were di�ult alike�, i.e.,

a blue bubble represents a student who onsidered the two INVALSI tasks were

not one more di�ult than the other. The yellow olour is for students who

answered that the �rst task was more di�ult than the seond task. Finally,

the red olour represents the students who stated that the seond task was

more di�ult than the �rst one. For example, the blue point with oordinates

(10; 3) represents a student who attributed a di�ulty level equal to ten to

the �rst INVALSI task (Task 1), equal to three to the seond INVALSI task

(Task 2) and onsidered the two tasks di�ult alike.

Figure 2. Comparison between phase 1-students' an-

swers to D1, D2 and D3.
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This graph on�rms, at least for some students, the mismath between the

di�ulty level hosen during the single item evaluations (i.e., the answers to

D1 and D2) and the tasks' di�ulty omparison (question D3). In fat, if,

for eah student, all three answers were onsistent, all the blue points would

belong to the bisetor, all the yellow points to the x> y half plane and all the

red points to the y> x half plane. Thanks to the graph, we an easily observe

that this is not the ase. Partiularly, this errati behaviour a�ets half of the

students (50%). In our opinion, this ould be the evidene of students' di�ulty

in evaluating a task, or it ould indiate that students onsider di�erent fators

during the individual tasks' evaluation or the omparison.

In phase 1, the reasons behind the students' hoie of the di�ulty level

were disussed during whole lasses fous groups. During the disussion di�er-

ent fators emerged, suh as the students' previous experiene with this kind

of task, the students' di�ulty regarding the mathematial ontent involved

or onsideration about text and task formulation. We believed that these ob-

servations were important in relation to the students' pereption of di�ulty,

and for this reason we deided to make expliit the �Reason why� of their

pereption of di�ulty in relation to the tasks in the seond version of the

questionnaire (administered in phase 2). These results will be disussed in the

following setion.

6.2 Analysis of phase 2

In order to investigate the previous disussed evidene that we found intriguing,

we planned a seond phase study (phase 2). The aim of the seond phase was

twofold. On one hand, we were interested to witness whether the mismath

would ourred again, on the other hand, we wanted to further inquire into

the motivations for students to selet one level of di�ulty over another. In

this setion we present the results from our seond study. They onsist of two

parts: the study of mismath presented above for phase one, and the analysis

of the answers given to the students to the questions that investigated their

motivations. The questions taken into onsideration for the seond phase are

the following:

• Setion 2 � D1: On a sale from 1 to 10, how di�ult did you �nd this

[�rst℄ task?

� D1b: Why?

• Setion 3 � D2: On a sale from 1 to 10, how di�ult did you �nd this

[seond℄ task?

� D2b: Why?
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• Setion 4 � D3: Compare the two tasks you addressed during this test.

Whih of the two tasks did you �nd more di�ult?

The analysis of questions D1, D2, and D3 is the same as the one for step

one. The themati analysis of the questions D1b, D2b was the novelty of this

seond phase.

As far as the inquiry of the mismath between answers of D1, D2 and D3

is onerned, we found that approximately 43% of students (30 of 69 students)

exhibited a on�iting behaviour. However, the graph built on the seond phase

results shows great di�erenes from the one built on the results of the �rst

phase. Figure 3 represents the graph onerning the seond phase of the study.

Figure 3. Comparison between phase 2-students' an-

swers to D1, D2 and D3.

The graph reveals that this time, students' answers are less sattered aross

all responses. Moreover, the points that represent the mismathed answers are

onentrated near the bisetor. We see this as a sign that students were paying

more attention (onsiously or not) to onsistently answering these questions.

We will now present the proess and the results of the analysis of questions

D1b and D2b. In the following we present by way of example some students'
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answers

1

. The analysis followed a grounded approah, namely we ategorised

students' answers to questions D1b and D2b in relation to the main aspet(s)

that were expliitly mentioned in these answers. The fous of the themati

analysis was the ontent of students' answers. Di�erent aspets emerged, for

example many students expliitly referred to the time fator, as in the answer

�Beause I was able to solve it quikly�, or to the proedure used to solve the

problem, as in the answer �Beause it does not require ompliated alula-

tions�. In addition, we found expliit referenes to emotions, for example �I get

anxious even if there is no grade�, or to the fat that they were not on�dent

about the given answer, in fat some students stated that �I am not sure of the

answer�. Moreover, some students referred to their previous experiene with

similar questions, as in the answer �beause it is not the �rst time that I have

been asked questions like this�. Answers have been read multiple times, and

ategories have been designed and modi�ed gradually.

As a result of this �rst analysis phase, we had many ategories related to

the main aspet that students mentioned in their answers. We then onsidered

these ategories and reread the responses to unify, ompare, and try to address

the main aspets that these ategories referred to. Four superategories have

emerged as a result of this seond phase of the analysis:

1. Resolution strategy

2. Capability and experiene

3. Emotions

4. Task Formulation

In addition, a �fth ategory grouped together all those responses in whih

the answer was missing or students stated �it was just hard� and no reason was

provided.

In �Resolution strategy� we grouped together those answers in whih stu-

dents expliitly referred to the kind of strategy or proess that, in students'

view, was needed to solve the problem. The attention then was on what stu-

dents need to do to get the solution. This ategory presented some nuanes.

Di�erent aspets were in fat highlighted in students' texts. Many students

referred to alulus, or to the fat that a reasoning was needed. For example,

stating [the �rst task was di�ult 1, beause℄ �The alulus was easy�, or [the

seond task was di�ult 2, beause℄ �There weren't so many alulations and

it was enough to think a moment�; or again, [The seond task was di�ult 2,

beause℄ �It was purely logial�. Other students referred expliitly to the fat

1

The answers, olleted in Italian, are translated by the authors.
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that the tasks ould be solved by means of example. For example, a student

answered that the �rst task was di�ult 3 and she/he stated that �It wasn't

very di�ult beause it was enough to try several numbers and state whether

the question was false or true�. Another student laimed [the seond task was

di�ult 5, beause℄ �beause I had to try several numbers before I found the

answer�.

The seond ategory, �Capabilities and experiene� is the most widespread

and onerns answers that referred to students' pereived apabilities or om-

petene and previous experiene that a�eted their pereived di�ulty of the

task. This ategory inludes students that referred expliitly to the fat that

they were (not) familiar with this kind of task, as in the answer: [the �rst task

is di�ult 2℄ �beause it is not the �rst time that I have been asked questions

like this�, or [the seond task is di�ult 10, beause℄ �I never faed similar

problems�. This was somehow reinforing the idea that a problem is easier if

it is similar to something already known. Moreover, this ategory ontains the

answers whih referred to what students were (not) able to do or what they

(did not) know. The attention of these answers is on students' self-pereption,

in general, or in referring to these tasks. For example, a student stated that

[the �rst task is di�ult 9, beause℄ �I am not a logial person� and [the seond

task is di�ult 10, beause℄ �I do not know how to do it, I have fundamental

gaps�. The ategory also inludes students who were (not) sure about what

they know or did, as [the seond task is di�ult 8℄ �Beause I am not sure

about the answer�, or answers in whih students presented a onsideration

about the orretness/inorretness of their answer [the seond task is di�ult

9℄ �[...℄ beause it's de�nitely wrong and I didn't fully understand the reasoning

to be done�. Finally, this ategory onerns answers in whih students referred

to the fat they did (not) solve the task easily or smoothly. These responses

usually referred, more or less expliitly, to some obstales students enountered

in takling the problems, or to the time students invested in solving the task.

Generally, the task was pereived easier if students were engaged for a short

time or if they reported that they had an insight and that they solved the

problem on the �rst try. Answers of this kind were for example, [the �rst task

is di�ult 2℄ �Beause I was able to solve it quikly� or [the seond task was

di�ult 3, beause℄ �I �gured it out right away�. Otherwise, some students an-

swered [the �rst task was di�ult 6, beause℄ �Beause it took me some time to

think it through�, or [the seond task was di�ult 4, beause℄ �beause it took

me a long time to get the answer�, or again [the seond task was di�ult 3℄

�Beause at �rst I didn't understand how I had to start�.
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The ategory �Emotions� refers to the fat that students expliitly onsid-

ered their emotions in motivating the di�ulty level they hose. This ategory

is smaller than the previous ones, and we an �nd only a few responses here.

However, we deided to have this ategory beause these responses presented

some peuliar aspets that ould hardly be inluded in the remaining ate-

gories. This ategory inludes, for example, the answers:

• [The �rst task is di�ult 5, beause℄ �I get anxious even if there is no

grade�

• [The �rst task is di�ult 8, beause℄ �I'm afraid I've made a mistake�.

It is perhaps worth noting that only negative emotions are highlighted.

Moreover, no answer to question 2b falls into this ategory.

The fourth ategory represents onsiderations about the formulation of the

task, in partiular with respet to the text. For example, a student stated that

[the Task 1 is di�ult 3, beause℄ �it was a little triky for me to understand

the text, but one I understood it, it was easy to give an answer�, or simi-

lar. Additionally, this ategory is very small and inludes only answers to the

question 1b. As for the previous one, we think however it shows harateristis

that are peuliar and that need to be onsidered. In fat, despite the fat that

in the students' written responses the ategory emerged marginally, during

the fous groups onduted after the questionnaire, students themselves om-

mented about the text and the formulation of the tasks. For example, students

notied that one task was a multiple hoie one (Task 1) and the other was

an open-ended question (Task 2). Moreover, some students laimed that Task

2 was more omplex beause they had to write their own answers instead of

hoosing among the di�erent options provided.

Finally, we note that these ategories are not intended as exlusive, and

some answers ould be ategorised referring to more than one ategory.

6.3 Disussion analysis of phase 2

Presenting our ategories, it is impossible to disuss them without referring

to a fundamental model for aptitude in mathematis proposed by Di Martino

and Zan (2010) and presented in Setion 2.1 of this work. In the following,

we brie�y underlying similarities and di�erenes between their model and our

�ndings.

Our work di�ers from the study arried out by Di Martino and Zan (2010).

In partiular, we fous on problem resolution, in respet to a partiular mathe-

matial ontent and to seleted tasks that require a justi�ation. In our study,
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students' answers were briefer, and referred to spei� situations. Students were

not free to talk about their experiene with mathematis in general but foused

on the task and on their experiene in solving them. Despite this, the analysis

of the students' responses to questions 1b and 2b of our questionnaire re�et,

in our view, some of the results found by Di Martino and Zan. Firstly, an emo-

tional dimension is presented, although in our ase it was not the ruial aspet

of the responses. Seondly, a ertain vision about mathematis emerged from

students' answers. In partiular, students referred to methods that, in their

perspetive, were required to solve the problem, by paying attention to alu-

lus and proedures, or to the importane of reasoning and re�eting. Thirdly,

also in our ase, students referred, more or less expliitly, to their pereived

ompetenes in solving the seleted tasks, and some ideas about their pereived

knowledge and abilities might be inferred. However, some di�erenes between

their model and our ategories annot be denied. In partiular, the time refer-

ene, or the fat that students ould solve the problem following their �rst idea

are peuliar in de�ning the di�ult pereption. Suh aspets we think may be

related to metaognitive fators (Radmehr & Drake, 2017). Spei�ally, the es-

timation about e�ort and time that is needed and spent on the task, as well as

estimating the orretness of the solution an be ategorised as metaognitive

experienes (Efklides, 2006). In addition, the experienes play an important

role in de�ning what is a (not) easy task. Moreover, onsidering a spei�

task, the onsideration about task formulation or spei� harateristis of the

text had emerged.

7 Disussion and onluding remarks

We have highlighted in previous researh that a student's pereived di�ulty

seems to not be related to being able to orretly answer the question (Sao-

letto & Spagnolo, in press).

In this paper we highlight a fundamental feature that emerges from the

analysis of the qualitative questionnaire: when a student expresses his/her per-

eived di�ulty in relation to a single task or in omparing several tasks, we

ould get di�erent results (not neessarily onsistent). This suggests that task

harateristis alone are not su�ient to understand the students' pereived

di�ulty of mathematial tasks, as also the fous groups onduted in the

�rst phase (Saoletto & Spagnolo, in press) suggested. The ategories that

emerged from the analysis allow to larify some of the fundamental aspets

involved when a student expresses his/her pereived di�ulty in relation to

mathematial tasks. In partiular, in assigning a level of pereived di�ulty
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to a task, students seemed to be in�uened by fators more losely related to

the task (suh as text elements), by fators related to their attitude or their

emotions and by metaognitive aspets (suh as lak of ability to judge their

own skills, knowledge, and abilities). Further studies with a broader sample

will help us to move towards two diretions: �nding new aspets that in�uene

students' pereived di�ulty, highlighting additional aspets of pereived di�-

ulty and hene broadening the aspets taken into onsideration; haraterising

in more depth the di�erent aspets that emerged.

This preliminary study an be also developed in several diretions. We

believe, for example, that it may be interesting to investigate the pereived

di�ulty even before solving the task and relate it to the pereived di�ulty

after solving it. Furthermore, the analyses developed from the data represented

in Figures 2 and 3 show that by omparing students' pereived di�ulty be-

tween two tasks, the results are not onsistent. So, we ask whether it is possible

to lassify tasks aording to the students' pereived di�ulty. Starting from

the qualitative phase results, we ould build an adaptive questionnaire, and we

will inquire whether it is possible to arrange tasks (more than 2) in order of

di�ulty.

In addition, we are urrently setting up a further study in order to examine

the phenomenon quantitatively. Finally, we think that it would be interesting

to understand how the pereived di�ulty of students is related to pereived

di�ulty of the teahers and whether it mathes.
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Trudno±i zada« matematyznyh,

postrzegane przez uzniów: badanie zynników

wpªywaj¡yh na odzuwan¡ trudno±¢

S t r e s z  z e n i e

W artykule przedstawiono gªówne wyniki badania jako±iowego konentru-

j¡ego si� na postrzeganyh przez uzniów trudno±iah po rozwi¡zaniu zada«

matematyznyh (uzniowie klas 9 i 10). Celem badania byªo zidenty�kowanie

zynników, które wpªywaj¡ na postrzegane przez uzniów trudno±i. Choia»

zynniki przyzyniaj¡e si� do rosn¡ej lub malej¡ej trudno±i zadania s¡

szeroko omawiane w literaturze, trudno±i postrzegane przez uzniów doty-

z¡e zadania matematyznego s¡ rzadziej analizowane. Analiza kwestionar-

iusza i dyskusji grupowej przeprowadzonej z uzniami podkre±la kilka wa»nyh

re�eksji na temat wpªywu zynników metapoznawzyh, afektywnyh i zada-

niowyh na uzniów.
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